
This special edition series of Good News Heroes is designed to keep Eskaton's
staff abreast of positive news throughout our communities. To share your stories,
please email creative.team@eskaton.org.

Crazy Hat Week  

Laughter truly is the best remedy. Eskaton
care partners share their silly side with our
residents and the community during Crazy
Hat Week. With the challenges we are
currently facing, finding ways to laugh and
smile is more important than ever. We thank
our dedicated team for their concern for the
total well-being of the older adults in our
community.

Hallway Happy Hour 

Social distancing doesn’t mean you can’t
have fun! Eskaton staff members are thinking
outside the box and finding ways to keep
residents connected, even if only from
across the hall. Cheers to our Eskaton team
for their ingenuity and for showing us that
anything is possible when we stick together.

A Little Food, a Lot of Love

Eskaton team members distributed essential
groceries and supplies to 26 older adults in
social isolation throughout Elk Grove, West
Sacramento, Natomas, and El Dorado Hills.
The 26 older adults are part of Eskaton’s
Telephone Reassurance Program and are
self-isolating. Each program participant was
supplied with three bags filled with wonderful
groceries. 
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Seven Feet of Love

Eskaton residents looking for a way to show
their appreciation to their dedicated care
partners created a “Gratitude Wall” at
Eskaton Village Carmichael. With over 100
notes of thanks written in two days, staff
members can see for themselves the great
impact they have on our residents.

Gracious Vendors

Three local companies donated personal
protective equipment (PPE) to Eskaton.
Donated items include masks and gloves and
other essential protective equipment to
safeguard Eskaton team members and
residents through these challenging times.
We are beyond grateful and appreciate the
generosity of: Servpro CRC; Commercial
Appliance Service, LLC; and Solace
Enterprises.
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